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A YEAR OF MATURING FOR THE
ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY BY DIRECTOR NICK PEARCE

I

set Alexander Daniels Global up almost
four years ago now. I don’t think I can

I digress a little with my view of the future,
so back to why I feel 2018 saw Additive

quite call myself a veteran of the industry

Manufacturing mature. There seemed to be

yet, but I have watched how the industry is

a reality arising that post processing was

evolving and starting to mature. I think the

an essential and inevitable part of the total

word ‘mature’ is quite apt to describe how I

process. While this is nothing new, it

interpreted Additive Manufacturing in 2018.

appeared like, with the proliferation of
binder jetting technologies, with new

There have been a few false dawns before,

introductions from companies like HP, post

led primarily by the theory that there would

processing became more acceptable to

be a 3D Printer in every home. I still believe

achieve the desired application and

that will be the case. I do envision a World

required part qualities. Organisations

where we will be able to print on-demand a

started to talk more about production

spare part for our washing machine that

systems and not just printers. The

has broken down. Actually, our smart

complete manufacturing solution was

home, managed by Artificial Intelligence,

described by EOS at Formnext where CEO

will automatically tell our 3D Printer to print

Dr Keppler said

the part, it knows is about to breakdown
and a Service Robot will already have been
called to replace it. We won’t have to do
anything and the performance of our
washing machine will be seamless.

It’s not just about the
hardware… but also ...
knowledge of materials,
software, quality and processes
Additive Manufacturing has been widely
used in R&D within sectors like Aerospace
and Medical. For an ever-increasing
number of applications, it is now being
used in production, but still at reasonably
low volumes. However, another reason why
Additive Manufacturing ‘matured’ in 2018 is
big Automotive OEM’s like Daimler and VW
started to talk more seriously about
Additive Manufacturing for production.
When Automotive gets involved, then high
scale, volume production, at the lowest
cost is essential. With this intent, the
opportunity for Additive Manufacturing is
huge both in plastics and metals.
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There remain some challenges for the
industry though, notably talent. I would say
that given I run a recruitment company
specialising in hiring talent for the industry.
However, the problem remains and it is not
one that can be solved by recruitment
alone. I had a conversation with a major
Automotive OEM who highlighted their
need to retrain at least 1000 engineers if
they are to achieve their strategic
objectives with additive.
There has been a growth of learning and
development for the industry but it remains
fragmented, difficult to assess and frankly
is often delivered in uninspiring formats.

For the industry to
really achieve it’s
potential over the next
decade, organisations
need to invest heavily
into upskilling and
training and think
differently about how
to engage a new
audience outside
Additive
Manufacturing.

2019 is set to be an exciting year. As we release our third annual salary survey, I remain
hugely passionate about the evolution of this disruptive technology and the people working
hard to change the way we design and manufacture.
I hope you enjoy reading through it and can take something useful away. As always, we
welcome your feedback, so please contact me directly with any questions, comments or
ideas we might want to think about for next year.

Yours Faithfully

NICK PEARCE
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INTRODUCTION TO THE SURVEY
Welcome! You are now reading the 2018

hiring trends in the AM industry – two areas

Worldwide Additive Manufacturing Salary

that are rarely researched or analysed.

Survey provided by Alexander Daniels
Global.

This report was created with the support of
the entire AM industry, and is based on

This is our third year providing you with the

survey responds from AM employers and

most comprehensive salary study in the

more than 5,000 AM professionals across

additive manufacturing and 3D printing

machinery OEM’s, material companies,

industry. The past editions have received

software companies, and industrial

impressive feedback and have proved

companies adopting additive

instrumental to understanding salary and

manufacturing.

This report seeks to answer the burning questions both AM employers and professionals in
the AM industry may have. It provides key insights into additive manufacturing specific
trends, salary, hiring intentions, and in-demand skills and roles.

This report will provide information across:
Six key disciplines: R&D and Engineering, Sales, Service, Applications & Consulting,
Marketing and Software;
Remuneration at various levels of seniority; and
Across three key regions: EMEA, APAC and US.
Employer questions answered by the report:
Is the remuneration package offered by my company aligned with the AM industry standards?
What is the package that we should offer to 3D printing professionals of different disciplines
to attract them to our organization?
What is the staff budget that we need in order to expand our business to another country?
What is the salary we must pay to a strategic professional to make my company move
forward?
AM professionals' questions answered by the report:
What is the salary that professionals are receiving in my field in different regions?
What skills should I develop to advance my career?
How will my salary increase with more experience in AM?
Am I currently paid according to my market value?

Talent Market Whitepaper
If you are an employer, and want access to more comprehensive data on specific
demands in specific regions together with an AM tailored hiring toolbox, please refer to
our Additive Manufacturing Talent Market Whitepaper that can be obtained at
https://www.alexanderdanielsglobal.com/downloads/am-talent-market-whitepaper/
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2018 IN ADDITIVE
MANUFACTURING
JANUARY

Apple was granted a US patent for a fullcolour 3D printing system.
Fashion: Adidas 3D printed sneakers hit the
market and a 3D printed dress was fashioned
at Paris Fashion Week

HP expands its range of Multi Jet Fusion
systems to include full colour 3D printers

FEBRUARY

Autodesk opened million-pound Advanced
Manufacturing Facility in the UK
MARCH

BMW makes massive investment in AM
Campus

Desktop Metal raises $65 million for metal AM

APRIL

Stratasys launches new metal 3D printer for
production
Ultimaker launches largest professional
desktop 3D printer to date. The Ultimaker S5
has been launched alongside a new material
and a mobile app.
JUNE

BASF acquires and invests more heavily in
their AM divison

Henkel opens 3D printing technology hub in
Dublin, Ireland

JULY

Amazon launches its own brand of 3D printer
filaments, after seeing the good investment
opportunities in the market
SEPTEMBER

Lufthansa launches AM Center for aircraft
maintenance

HP Launches Metal Jet 3D printing technology,
which Volkswagen uses to mass produce 3D
printed components
OCTOBER

GE Aviation reached a major milestone when
they 3D printed and shipped their 30,000th
fuel engine nozzle tip
NOVEMBER

Mercedes-Benz 3D prints parts of classic cars
for its customers
TRUMPF Green Laser technology 3D prints
copper and gold

Automotive manufacturer, Ford, opened their
Additive Manufacturing Center in Detroit.
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MARKET OVERVIEW
Understanding the analyses regarding salary and trends requires a grasp on the industry as a
whole and the underlying factors that influence and drive the trends. Year after year, the
demand for talented professionals grows as a result of continuous growth across the whole
additive manufacturing industry.
In 2017, the additive manufacturing industry grew 21% to $7.336 billion, a significant positive
increase from the previous year’s 17.4% (Wohlers Associates, 2018).

2015

2016

2017

25.9%

17.4%

21%

market
growth

market
growth

market
growth

More companies in different sectors are adopting and seeing a value in buying additive
manufacturing technology and solutions. The technology has improved and is increasingly
giving a larger variety of companies a competitive advantage in their production and
operations. The increase in adaptation, leads to more required staff, leading to more
materials, machines and software being invented, produced and sold, which has powered the
industry growth.

3D PRINTING MARKET WORLDWIDE REVENUE ($BN)
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POWERING THE GROWTH
Powering this market growth is a dramatic rise in metal additive manufacturing; according to
Wohlers Associates (2018), the sales of metal AM systems grew by nearly 80% during 2017, to
an impressive 1,768 metal AM systems sold. This development in metal continued throughout
2018, where now 36% of companies are using metal materials for 3D printing (Sculpteo, 2018).
The confidence in metal AM was further cemented when industry giants Stratasys and HP
each joined the metal AM sector with significant technology announcements.
Besides growth in the metal AM sector, powering the market growth is the increase of new
companies entering the industry. Throughout 2017, the amount of companies producing and
selling industrial AM systems increased to 135, up by 39% from 2016’s 97 (Wohlers Associates,
2018).

# OF 3D PRINTING MANUFACTURERS

The reason for this increased amount of new AM manufacturers and resellers can be
derived from technology patents expiring several years ago.

Several years ago, a number of the patents around additive manufacturing technologies
expired. As a result of that, there was a lot more innovation done around different processes
and different machine types within universities. We are now starting to see the benefits of
that research as it enters the market through small businesses that are spin-offs of
universities. Additionally, more end-user companies are looking at talent graduating from
universities, that have developed AM technology through their studies; the companies are
investing in those university developed technologies because there is no longer a barrier
because of patents expired, and thus no risk of being sued.
This means that there are many new companies demanding employees and existing firms are
internationalizing their businesses and need professionals in the new regions in which they
are establishing. All this growth requires new professionals to enter the industry, providing a
significant challenge for AM employers, as there is a lack of qualified professionals.
AM Salary Survey 2018
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There are two important reasons for this lack of available qualified professionals in the
industry:

1

2

Low unemployment rate

The industry is out-growing the talent

The AM industry has an

The industry is growing at a much higher

unemployment rate very close

rate than the number of new professionals

to zero, so one of the only ways

entering the field with specific training in

to attract talent into a company

3D Printing. This adds another challenge

is to have a more interesting

to the companies; retaining their current

project than its competitors or

staff over external offers. Thus, the HR

offer better remuneration

strategies are critical for the companies at
the moment.

CONFIDENCE IN AM IS GROWING
According to Sculpteo (2018), 70% of companies in the AM industry increased their spend on
AM in 2018. Moreover, 93% of companies using 3D printing in 2018 are able to gain
competitive advantages using AM technology (Sculpteo, 2018). This, together with the
noteworthy amount of new AM companies and resellers in the industry, suggests that
confidence is growing in the AM industry.
We have outlined three major reasons for this growth in confidence:

1

There has been significant improvement in technology, software and machines

2

There is a better knowledge of how to utilize the AM equipment

3

Shift of focus in the industry
The AM industry is no longer trying to be a jack of all trade and a master of none.
The industry has rather started to recognize and understand that it can not take
over all of manufacturing, but if it can take a small segment of each conventional
manufacturing process, then the AM technology will more easily be adopted by
end-user companies.

AM Salary Survey 2018
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APPLICATIONS
Today, AM is still mostly used for prototyping, as 55% of companies report this application.
However, compared to 2017, the use of AM for production has overtaken the use of AM for
proof of concept (Statista, 2018). This emphasizes that AM is increasingly taken serious as a
means of production and gaining competitive advantage.
The graph below shows the most used applications of 3D printing, according to Statista
(2018).

The reason that prototyping and proof of concept remain such major modes of application is
that in many of the AM sectors, such as medical and aerospace, there are strict quality
standards. At this point, the AM process is not yet cleared for these high standards, and so
‘proof of concept’ and prototyping is used for quality accreditation and validation, to prove
that the high quality standards can be met through additive manufacturing. Throughout 2019,
we are likely to see more processes being quality accredited, resulting in more serial
production through additive.

AM Salary Survey 2018
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THE WAR ON TALENT
IN A GLOBAL MARKET
With the vast growth of the additive manufacturing industry is an inevitable growth in
demand for talented professionals to help the businesses expand their AM divisions and
overgo competitors. The AM industry is suffering from the severe gap between the talent
demand from employers and the talent supply, i.e. the number of available professionals.
Additive Manufacturing is growing at an estimated compound annual growth rate of 21%
overall. Research done by Alexander Daniels Global shows that the talent pool is only
growing around 9% annually, with on average 18,472 new people entering the industry every
year, over the last five years. The pace of growth of talent is not keeping up with the growth
of the industry and creating an ever wider talent gap.

12 : 1

candidate per job ratio

4,000

jobs being advertised
globally relating to AM

50,000
active talent pool with
experience in AM

Further research done by Alexander Daniels Global suggests that there are over 29,000 jobs
advertised annually in Additive Manufacturing with roughly 68% of those jobs being entry
level roles. At any one time there is typically as many as 4,000+ jobs being advertised
globally relating to additive manufacturing. The active talent pool with experience in the
industry is less than 50,000, so on average there are only 12 active candidates for every job
advertised. While that may seem like a lot, actually when you take into account those 12
people could be based anywhere in the World and be from any discipline, the actual relevant
active talent pool per job is far smaller, maybe even as low as 1 or 2 relevant active
candidates per role, but even still, they are unlikely to be based in the same location as the
job being advertised.
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NEED MORE INSIGHTS ON THE AM TALENT MARKET?
Alexander Daniels Global has conducted extensive research into the Talent Market of
Additive Manufacturing and has published the results and in-depth analysis in a
whitepaper.
Alexander Daniels Global have created this whitepaper to support AM employers in
their quest for top talent. This whitepaper can be used as a tool if you are a hiring
company. It seeks to answer burning hiring questions including:
What are the current hiring trends?
How is the talent market in my region?
How can my company win the war for talent in additive and advanced
manufacturing?
What challenges are there in attracting top talent?
How can I overcome the barriers to hiring?
How do I attract, hire and retain top talent?
What are the motivations for candidates to change jobs?
The Talent Market Whitepaper is available for €250 through
www.alexanderdanielsglobal.com/downloads/am-talent-market-whitepaper/
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WHAT DOES THE TALENT MARKET LOOK LIKE?
To fully understand the supply of talent, we have dug into the market and analysed the
current supply of demand on a global scale.
The map below shows where in the world the AM talent is located.

31%

21%

33%
7%

1%

7%

The talent pool is growing globally, and as a result, the talent is spread more widely across
the globe which is why we see a more even dispersal of talent than we have previously. This
does not mean that there are fewer AM professionals in North America compared to previous
years, it simply means that the talent market in Asia has boomed, resulting in Asia taking up a
larger percentage of the total candidate pool. The AM market in Oceania has grown rapidly
with companies like Titomic and Aurora Labs making big advancements, resulting in an
increase of staff.

GENDER DISTRIBUTION

AM PROFESSIONALS' EXPERIENCE IN AM

89% MALE 11% FEMALE
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WHICH DISCIPLINES DO AM PROFESSIONALS WORK IN?

The Alexander Daniels Global salary study shows that R&D represent the largest discipline
in the Additive Manufacturing industry with 33% of AM professionals. Although this number
remains high, it is significantly lower than in 2017, where R&D took up 42% of the roles. The
reason for this decrease is likely because R&D has shifted into other divisions; R&D
professionals are more spread into disciplines like applications and software, whilst still
performing traditional R&D duties. This also explains the increase in both the Applications
and Software disciplines.
Moreover, software development for AM grew dramatically in 2018; the developed software
is becoming more advanced and is starting to include machine learning and big data,
enabling higher levels of productivity and lower costs in additive manufacturing.
These shifts in discipline distribution reflects a greater representation of other disciplines
answering our survey, and it shows how additive manufacturing is becoming more
mainstream. As more end-users adopt the AM technology, we can expect to see other
disciplines growing, such as engineering, and sub disciplines like quality and design.
Historically, sales people have been interested in salary and thus in the past we have had a
larger percentage of sales people filling in the survey, compared to other disciplines. This
year, we have had a larger dispersal of disciplines answering the survey, which indicates that
these disciplines are understanding their value to the industry and they want to understand
what their monetary value is. This is why the percentage of sales people has declined – not
because there are fewer sales people in the industry, but because the dispersal of disciplines
is greater.

AM Salary Survey 2018
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LIKELIHOOD OF AM EMPLOYEES TO CHANGE JOBS WITHIN ONE YEAR

The data above show the development of AM professionals’ likelihood to change jobs within
one year. It shows that, from 2018, a larger percentage of people are willing to change jobs
more frequently than before; in 2018 64% of respondents stated they were likely to extremely
likely to change jobs within one year, as opposed to 58% in 2017.
This can be explained by the growth of the sector and the urge to experience different parts
of the sector with its large variety of jobs. As an example, many AM professionals work for
small start-ups and may be interested in working in a larger AM corporation or with endusers of the technology. The likelihood to change jobs should make AM employers cautious
of their offerings to their employees; they should make sure to offer career progression, a fair
salary, and interesting challenges to retain their valued employees.

AM Salary Survey 2018
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WHAT DOES THE MARKET / EMPLOYERS REQUIRE?
MOST IN DEMAND ROLES
The graph below depicts the most in demand roles by employers, in 2017 and 2018 going
forward. These numbers show a significant change in demand; in 2017, sales professionals
were, by far, the most sought-after professionals, whereas it is now a more equal dispersal
across multiple roles.

Service in higher demand
We are seeing an increase in demand for service professionals due to the increase of
machines in the market, and thus the need for a consultative service has the demand
growing. The companies buying several AM machines are requiring internal service people to
maintain the machines, because it is a cost advantage as opposed to outsourcing service
engineer roles.

More established companies require more accountability
AM companies, in particular start-ups, are becoming increasingly legitimate as businesses,
which results in a need for financial accountability along with a need to protect the business
and its employees. This has the demand for Operation / Finance and HR / Legal
professionals growing.
This demand is also powered by the previously mentioned increase in start-ups that have
spun out of universities; through the university these businesses had HR and Finance, but
entering into the market as a legit business has them requiring certain functions, such as HR
and Finance personnel.

AM Salary Survey 2018
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A shift from traditional sales to consultative application specific sales
The demand for sales professionals has decreased in 2018 due to the market maturing on
sales. There is an increasing need for specialists and less need for traditional sales
professionals. This is also reflected in the increase in demand for Application & Consulting
roles; this is the new, more specialised and personalised way to sell and manage accounts.
This focus on specialists in sales is also reflected in the type of sales that people perform.
The graph below depicts what kind of sales our survey respondents predominantly do.

The majority of the Sales professionals that
responded to the 2018 AM Salary Study are
mostly performing direct sales. This is a clear
indication that AM companies understand the
importance of providing consultative turnkey
sales solutions. Traditionally, the AM industry has
followed the example of large format printing,
selling through channels. But this is changing as
AM companies are understanding that their
clients want more direct interaction and
customized solutions.

Application engineers are increasingly replacing traditional sales people as they have a higher
ability to demonstrate how the machines and software work. This industry is ever evolving and
new technologies and applications spur every week. With the vast and almost
incomprehensible amount of applications, the industry has started to realize that it needs to
help people understand the exact capabilities and limitations of the machines and tools.
Because of this realization, AM OEM’s are increasingly focused on hiring application engineers
to support their customers in either using the technology or understanding its capabilities.
More specifically, metal applications experience is highly sought after.
Moreover, companies are in increasing need to hire technical experts in order to utilize the
technology and move into full production.

AM Salary Survey 2018
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IN THIS WAR FOR TALENT, HOW CAN EMPLOYERS
ATTRACT AND RETAIN THE TOP TALENT?
To answer this question we must first look at the main motivators for employees to change
jobs along with the benefits, besides salary, that employees value the most.

MOTIVATIONS TO CHANGE JOBS FOR AM PROFESSIONALS

Salary

Career
Progression

New
Challenge

Work
Environment/
Culture

71%

68%

46%

30%

Better
Work/Life
Balance

Newer /
Developing
Technology

Relocation /
Commute

Social
Benefits

30%

27%

18%

6%

Career progression and salary remain the largest motivators for AM professionals to either
leave a job or accept a new opportunity. With 71% of respondents stating so, salary is the main
motivator to change jobs. This is followed by Career Progression with 68% of the respondents
deeming this a major motivator to change or choose a new job.
In 2017, 65% of respondents to the AM Remuneration Study deemed relocation / commute as a
major motivator to change jobs. This number has decreased significantly in 2018, where only
18% deem it of significant importance. This is a positive change as it reflects better locations of
AM companies. Many AM facilities remain based in remote locations outside of major cities, but
with the increasing number of major end-users adopting the AM technology, jobs are better
located, and now many AM jobs are based in attractive tech hubs, such as Munich, Boston and
San Francisco.

AM Salary Survey 2018
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ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING SALARY COMPETITIVENESS
With salary as such an important factor, we have dug into this aspect to evaluate the general
perception of salaries in the AM industry. We asked our respondents the following:
Do you think AM is competitive in salary offering in comparison to similar industries? :

37%

of our respondents believe that AM salaries are competitive or
very competitive in comparison to other similar industries.

This shows a positive change in the industry; the AM employers have begun to recognise the
importance of being competitive in salary for two major reasons:

1
2

The AM industry is becoming more established, both as a technology and as a sector.
This means that AM employers can no longer solely rely on people’s interest in the
technology to attract new employees; they must also offer a reasonable salary
The highly competitive salaries in the AM industry is also an indicator of the war for
talent and the scarcity that still exists; AM employers are recognising the need to pay
higher salaries to AM employees to both attract and retain the rare talent.

AM Salary Survey 2018
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DESIRED EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
As part of the remuneration package, many employers offer employee benefits to attract and
retain the top talent. According to the Alexander Daniels Global salary survey, the three most
valued benefits for AM professionals are:
Flexible working hours
Private healthcare & Insurance
Stock Options / Equity
When asking employers which benefits they offer to their employees the top three answers
were:
Private healthcare
Flexible working hours
Relocation package

The graph below shows the desired benefits of employees versus the benefits AM employers
are currently offering.

AM Salary Survey 2018
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HOW CAN A COMPANY RETAIN AND ATTRACT THE RIGHT TALENT?
We have highlighted our top 3 tips on how to attract and retain the right talent.

#1

Understanding and acknowledging key skills
The best way that companies can attract and retain talent is by understanding and
acknowledging the skills required to get additive manufacturing right. Because the
AM technology is so complex and the applications of the technology often require
very high levels of precision, AM engineers should not be compensated on the
same level as engineers in traditional manufacturing, like for example CNC.
We see companies spending hundreds of thousands of pounds on materials and
then making mistakes in their production because they have failed to
acknowledged the skill it takes to get it right. The same way that aerospace,
automotive and medical device companies have recognized a need for highly
skilled and expert people, additive manufacturing has to do the same.

#2

Offer career progression
68% of our AM professional respondents state that Career Progression is a major
motivator to change jobs. Make sure you present a clear career path of the
position upfront, and already at the point of interview with potential new
employees. Make sure you understand the motivation and ambition of the
candidate to ensure that the candidate is a fit for the position and the career
progression it offers. Additionally, take advantage of the option for internal
training; An internal training program will allow to build your ranks; will allow
employees to develop their career tracks; and it will ensure you a sustainable
pipeline of talented and experienced workers.

#3

Compensation
The competition for quality workers in AM has intensified dramatically over the
past years, and HR managers are feeling pressured to pay workers more. Not
surprisingly, most candidates agree with this strategy as 71% state salary as a
major motivator to leave a job or take on a new one. Thus, it is crucial to make sure
you are not offering a salary below industry standards. Note that you need to offer
salaries reflecting the INDUSTRY standards as opposed to sector standards.
Moreover, companies should strongly consider to offer equity to their employees,
as it ranks amongst top three of most preferred benefits, aside from salary.
To get an idea of what salaries to offer your candidates, refer to the salary analysis
in the section below.

AM Salary Survey 2018
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SALARY ANALYSIS BY
DISCIPLINE
In order to provide a clear picture of how the AM market is evolving, we have zoomed in on
the different job disciplines to be found in the AM industry, reviewed the trends and
compared the salaries across the world, one by one. The indicated salaries are base salaries
only, and do not include commissions,

3.9%

14.5%

11.9%

average increase

growth in salaries for

growth in salaries for

in salaries, on a

Sales people in the

Software professionals in

global basis, in all

United States (excluding

the United States

disciplines.

C-level salaries). This is

(excluding C-level

the largest salary

salaries). This is the

increase this year's

second largest salary

results has seen.

increase this year's
results has seen.

In our last year’s edition of the Salary Survey we pointed out how the salary increases are a
proof of AM industry’s maturing. In 2017 the salaries increased globally across all AM
disciplines by 9%. In 2018 they increased by 3.9% which reflects similar increase compared to
other traditional manufacturing and engineering jobs/industries; proof that the AM industry
is finding its place in the manufacturing sector. The biggest growth in 2018 was experienced
within US for Sales and Software professionals, excluding C-level management, 14.5% and
11.9% respectively.

AVERAGE SALARY INCREASES ACROSS ALL DISCIPLINES, SPLIT BY REGION

4.6%
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SERVICE ENGINEERING
A business can successfully develop, market and sell a fantastic
technology product but that is merely the start of the relationship
with the customer. It is essential that the product is installed properly,
works as it should and is consistently maintained. The cost to a
customer of a product breaking down can massively impact their
productivity and damage their trust in the supplier.
The Service Team provides critical support to internal and external customers by applying
their knowledge and experience with additive manufacturing equipment. The role of a
Service Team is primarily focused on field installation including mechanical set-up, electrical
hook-up, precision alignment, maintaining and repairing the equipment all the while
establishing customer network interfaces. In addition, the Service Team provides technical
phone support, troubleshoots electrical, software and mechanical systems problems, and
provides customer training on system use.

4.7%

increase in service engineering salaries across
seniority and regions

In 2017 we saw a hefty 20% salary increase in Service Engineering in
Europe, 2018 the figure was 6.1%. European AM companies have invested
in improving their servicing through customer support and machine
maintaining, since they can bring a major competitive advantage. The
European market has also experienced a lot of new entries by American
and Asian companies who need to extend their service engineering in the
new market after successful machine sales.
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APPLICATION & CONSULTING
Understanding the potential of additive manufacturing technology is
not always apparent to organisations. Some companies will be just
starting their AM journey while others will be further along and
working towards building the factories of the future. The ability to
help organisations move further down their path to AM adoption often
sits with the skills and experience of the Application
Engineering/Consulting teams.
Working within Application Engineering & Consulting is one of the more technically
challenging roles within Additive Manufacturing. Working closely with sales and business
development application engineers help support customers to understand the technology,
its applications in their organisation and the wider transformational impact it could have. The
application engineers work with potential customers to understand their requirements and
demonstrate how AM can be adopted to realize its benefits. This includes part selection and
benchmarking, support for training, strategic consulting to help evolve the companies
approach to AM, or simply demonstrating how the technology works. The application
engineers also provide feedback to R&D to help develop the next technology.

increase in application & consulting salaries across

3.1%

seniority and regions
In 2017 there was an increase of 13% for Application and Consulting
Engineers in Europe. This can be explained by Technical Sales people
moving more towards consulting and application engineering as the
products / services in AM industry need hands-on demonstration to sell
better. 2018 the salaries grew across the globe steadily with the inflation
rate (2-4%).
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SOFTWARE
Living in a completely connected world nothing is possible without
Software and in the case of Additive Manufacturing, the hardware (i.e.
the machine) is just the tool by which the part is created, the true
enabler is software.

Software is critical at all stages within the AM process. In the design phase it is software that
enables the creation of the intricate parts that can then be built. Desktop application
software translates the complex design files and communicates them with the hardware.
Embedded Software then drives the hardware to achieve the desired product. Throughout
the process, software which measures the build process and provides real time data. There
are therefore a variety of roles within Additive Manufacturing linked to software and all of
them have a very important part to play in creating the technology of the future.

increase in software salaries across seniority and

5.1%

regions

5%

3.2%

7.1%

growth in salaries for

growth in salaries for

growth in salaries for

software professionals in

software professionals in

software professionals in

EMEA

APAC

the US. If we exclude the
C-level salaries the
software salaries grew by
11.9% in the US

Software has been a hot topic in AM for the past few years and will
become ever more important in the future. Software plays an important
role within AM form workflows to security to embedded systems.
Therefore, there is a great demand for various roles for Software people
within AM. In 2017 the salaries increased in Europe by 14 % and in the US
by 8%
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MARKETING
Developing a good product is one thing and having a good sales team
in place to sell it is another but of equal importance is ensuring that
the product is positioned correctly, targeted towards the right end
user and is supported with marketing material to help sell the
features and benefits.

The marketing team plays an early role in new product development initially by identifying
key gaps within the market that new technology could service. Once a new product has been
created they will be responsible for developing the go-to-market strategy alongside Sales
and Business Development and will then implement the marketing plans to support the
strategy. The marketing team will build campaigns to expand market share, generate
demand and pipeline for the sales team, organise and represent the company at fairs and
events and create brand awareness in the AM market through Social Media and PR.
Marketing professionals within AM should have a very good knowledge of the competitive
landscape and should successfully position the company in the AM industry.

5.9%

increase in marketing salaries across seniority and
regions

7.8%

7.1%

2.8%

growth in salaries for

growth in salaries for

growth in salaries for

marketing professionals in

marketing professionals in

marketing professionals in

EMEA

APAC

the US

We are experiencing the same trend in Marketing as in Application and
Consulting, that Technical Sales people are moving more towards
Technical Marketing. AM companies are looking for different ways of
performing sales, instead of aggressive cold calling strategies. Technical
Marketing people take advantage of several platforms e.g. trade shows,
social media and product demonstrations (together with application
engineers).
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R&D + ENGINEERING
Research and development is a fundamental part of the future for the
sector and is instrumental in creating new technology, discovering
new applications and processes, and developing new materials or
software, that enable the advancement of additive manufacturing.
R&D covers such a broad spectrum of activity related to AM. 3D
Printer Manufacturers are looking to evolve the existing technology
and develop new technology.
This requires knowledge of mechanical, electrical, electronic and software engineering, as
well as an understanding of material science and process development. Adopters of AM are
likewise looking at ways of developing their business model either through new product
development enabled by the freedom of design and complexity of build structures that AM
allows, or supply chain evolution brought about by bringing manufacturing closer to the
point of consumption.
R&D is responsible for discovering new scientific or technological concepts that allow the
creation of new products, processes and services. The R&D manager is key in facilitating
future product development and the transfer of intellectual property from a lab or research
centre into industry. The R&D manager also ensures that the direction of research projects
reflects the needs of industry and provides the technical marketing required to educate
others on the benefits of new products or processes. Research and development is
conducted by both industry and educational institutions with a large number of initial
concepts starting in universities. R&D incorporates mechanical, electrical, chemical, material
science and software development with the key areas currently for 3D printing being
material and software.

3%

increase in R&D + engineering salaries across seniority
and regions

2%

4.5%

1.6%

growth in salaries for R&D

growth in salaries for R&D

growth in salaries for R&D

professionals in EMEA

professionals in APAC

professionals in the US
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In 2017 we saw a significant salary increase of 24% for R&D professionals
in the US, that brought the salaries to the same level (or in some cases
even above) with other industries competing for the same R&D talent
pool. In 2018 the salaries grew less than the inflation rate in the US and
Europe.
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SALES
A great product can arguably sell itself, but with so many different
technologies, increasing competition and varying applications the skill
set of the sales team within additive manufacturing is vastly
significant to the success of an organisation. First they have to build
relationships with potential customers and partners. Second, they
must understand the need of the customer and then provide a
solution which enables the customer to achieve their goals with AM
technology.
There are typically two types of sales models adopted within additive manufacturing: Direct
Sales and Indirect Sales, although most businesses will adopt a hybrid model involving both.
Direct Sales will involve dealing directly with the end customer whether that is in Aerospace,
Automotive, Medical etc. A Business Development or Sales Professional working within direct
sales selling into one of these industries may have a background in the industry.
Indirect Sales involves developing relationships with key partners such as distributors or
resellers. An Indirect Sales professional might be known as a Channel Manager, and may be
recruiting and training partners to support them closing deals with customers.

3.6%

increase in sales salaries across seniority and regions

In 2017 the base / fixed salaries of Sales professionals grew steadily
across the globe with a rate of 10-13%. In 2018 in Europe and APAC the
salaries grew a bit more than the inflation rate, however in the US there
was a major increase of 14.5% for Sales professionals (excluding C-level
management).
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HOW CAN WE HELP?
WHO WE ARE

OUR NETWORK

At Alexander Daniels Global we are

Our network counts more than 18,000 AM

committed to helping the additive

professionals including off-market

manufacturing industry grow. Our

candidates that are not actively searching

contribution to the industry is talent.

for new positions.

We have a niche focus on recruitment for

We use this extensive network to fill

the AM industry and we possess in-depth

positions for our clients in North America,

knowledge of the industry, which has

EMEA and APAC regions

granted us great insight into the needs of
AM employers; we know your hiring
difficulties and we know how to overcome
them.

DISCIPLINES WE SERVE
Executive managers
R&D and Engineering

We identify, engage, attract and recruit

Marketing

high calibre industry specialists, providing

Sales & Business Development

a consultative career management

Software

service which includes; career planning,

Service

organisational targeting, job identification,

Applications & Consulting

CV advice, interview preparation,
recruitment process support and offer
management.

OUR TEAM

CLIENTS WE WORK WITH
Original Equipment Manufacturers
Software companies (design,

We work globally based out of three

optimization & topology, simulation

offices. One in the UK (Birmingham), one

workflow, machine communication

in Barcelona and one in the US (Detroit).

and control)

We are truly specialized in AM and for
each discipline, we have a dedicated
consultant working.

Material Manufacturers
Adopters of advanced manufacturing
and 3D printing in different industries
Resellers
Distributors
End-Uers
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CONTACT US

For

EMEA & APAC

Nick Pearce
Founder & Director
nick.pearce@alexanderdanielsglobal.com

Jennifer Killingback
Director North America
jennifer.killingback@alexanderdanielsglobal.com

For

MARKETING
& TALENT

For

NORTH
AMERICA

Signe Damgaard
Social Media & Marketing Manager
signe.damgaard@alexanderdanielsglobal.com

www.alexanderdanielsglobal.com
LinkedIn.com/alexanderdanielsglobal
Twitter.com/AD_GlobalTalent

Instagram.com/alexanderdanielsglobal
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